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Ground & Site Checklist

Overview
Agri Span is designed to be installed and used on open, undisturbed, grass-field sites. In most cases, no 
advanced groundworks will be required. The building is supplied in kit form and designed to be rapidly installed on 
a selected site, the site should be cleared in advance and checked that it fulfils the requirements of the building 
and its installation methodology.    

Gradients can be accommodated across the width and length of the building, the principle of the set-up is to 
install the building level across it’s width and create a shallow drop along the length to assist with gutter flow. The 
maximum gradient across the length of the building is 1.0m in 20.0m, the maximum gradient across the width is 
0.32m in 9.0m. 

Agri Span is a modular building system where multiple building pods of a fixed size can be joined end-to-end or 
side-by-side. A multi-pod setup can be created from the start, or additional pods can be added to an existing Agri 
Span building. Ground preparation methodology is the same for both single and multi-pod set-ups.  
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Building Footprint & Clearance
The total footprint of each 9 x 10 Agri Span pod is 9.56 metres wide by 10.64 metres long. The total footprint of 
each 9 x 20 Agri Span pod is 9.56 metres wide by 20.59 metres long. For site set-up it is pertinent to leave a 
minimum of 1.5 metre access channel around the structure, and a clearance of 3.4 metres should be added to the 
gable ends to allow for gates to fully open. 
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Laying Aggregate 
In some situations, customers may prefer to lay an aggregate base to assist drainage of animal waste. Crushed 
(type 2 MOT) aggregate can be laid on-top of the existing ground ahead of installation to a maximum depth of 
150mm.

Gutters & Drainage
The Agri Span has gutters running the length of the building with a gutter outlet positioned at each corner. It is 
recommended to attach a standard 110mm waste down pipe or flexi-pipe to the outlet to take rain water down to 
ground level and direct it to on-site drainage. 
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Joining Agri Span Pods
Pods of the same size can be connected side-by-side and end-to-end to create multi-pod set-ups. The illustrations 
below are to give a general impression of how pods can be connected, pods can be connected in a variety of 
configurations, utilising both 20 and 10 metre buildings to suit a sites specific needs. 
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Ground Screw Foundations
The Agri Span is secured in the ground using McGregor ground screws, positioned at every hoop termination. 
Ground screws are a type of foundation/ anchor, designed to be mechanically driven into natural compacted soils. 
The act of screwing an anchor into the ground compacts the soil around the anchor creating the stability and 
integral strength of the building.

The ideal soil for ground screws is a natural, freely draining soil, with a mix of organic and non-organic material 
compacted over time - which is the most abundant soil type in the UK. This mix will provide a dense material with 
enough compliance so that the anchor can be driven in without being impeded. The cohesion of the different soil 
elements will limit movement once installed, creating the resistance needed to withstand the structural loadings 
transmitted from the structure. 

Ground screws will not break through bedrock, and cannot be installed into ground types composed of a 
significant number of large rocks (approximately over 200mm in diameter). Soil depth must be equal to or greater 
than 1.48 metres. 

If the ground has been disturbed or levelled it should be compacted so that it behaves like undisturbed soil. 
Where a site has a gradient greater than the working tolerance of the building it is preferable to scrape the high 
ground rather than lay and compress new soil where the ground drops away. Ground screws will not drive into 
loose ground.
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Soil depth can be checked as part of a remote digital survey. For full accuracy it is recommended to perform 
physical check on site by digging up to 3 test holes of around 0.75m deep. 

For England, Scotland & Wales* accurate site specific soil data can be sourced from:
The Land Information System www.landis.org.uk/soilscapes 
The UK Soil Observatory www.ukso.org
The British Geological Survey www.bgs.ac.uk
*For locations outside of these territories, a local geological survey/ specialist should be consulted.
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Soil Depth 
The map & table below provides an overview of how soil depth varies across England, Scotland & Wales. The 
map shows how the different soil depths are formed in localised clusterings and bands. This digital survey 
information is very useful in appraising the soil depth however the accuracy should not be assumed, it is always 
better to perform a physical test at the exact location of the building ahead of installation.

In most cases deep and deep-intermediate soil will be the ideal ground for the ground screw anchors, however, 
the site should still be tested in a number of locations for consistency and to ensure there are no hidden 
obstacles.  

It will not be possible to install the anchors in shallow and intermediate-shallow soils, however, these soil 
depths are often pocketed with areas of deeper soil - it will be prudent to take a detailed view of the proposed site 
to check if an alternative (exact) location can be found.


